Dainik Bhaskar and DNA initiative: India Pride Awards 2010 announced
August 03, 2010:
INDIA PRIDE AWARD an initiative of Dainik Bhaskar and DNA was instituted in 2009 to recognize and felicitate
excellence in PSU. Today at Mumbai, it was announced that starting Tuesday the entries for INDIA PRIDE AWARD
2010 will be accepted till 20th August 2010.The award for 2010 will be held in September 2010 in Delhi.
PSU's play an integral and vital role towards the development of our nation. They are strong pillars of the Indian
economy. Dainik Bhaskar recognized their importance and hence these awards were instituted in 2009.
Spanning across categories, the awards would be presented for National as well as State level categories which include
Consumer Industry, Financial Services, Energy & Power, Heavy Industries, Metals & Minerals & Trade, Oil & Gas,
Transport, Agriculture and Infrastructure Development.
Last year an strong jury represented by C. P. Jain, Sanjay Pugalia, Dr. C. V. Kohli, Dr. U. D. Choubey, K. U. Rao and
Sanjeev Kotnala and chaired by Justice R. C. Lahoti selected the winners. This year again a new jury panel has been
constituted which will judge the entries towards the end of august 2010.
Elaborating on importance of these Awards, Jaideep Dhagat , Head Government Vertical Dainik Bhaskar Group said, "It
is somewhat an irony that these specialized units working in PSU never got their due recognition, this gap and a glaring
anomaly was rectified last year by India Pride Award where, the first time, a Publication Group recognized the
excellence in PSU. This year it has been extended to include the state level PSU"
Indian pride awards 2009 was presented by Shr. P. Chidambaram at an exclusive function held at Hotel taj, New delhi .
The 2009 winners were NMDC for corporate social responsibility. SAIL, Power Finance Corporation, NTPC, BHEL,
PNB, BSNL were amongst the other winners to be awarded for Metal, mineral and tade, non-banking Financial
corporation, energy and power, heavy industries, financial services and consumer industry respectively. There was a
close competition between GAIL and ONGC for Oil and Gas category with the ONGC making it to the gold and GAIL
bagging the silver.
The life time achievement award was conferred on Dr. E. Sreedharan
Forms for India Pride Awards 2010 can be downloaded by clicking on the link on Dainikbhaskar.com or sarkaritel.com.
There is no entry fee for the awards.
SKNL and Vediocone are associated with the Awards second year running as the Presenting sponsor and associate
sponsor.
Adani Group has extended their support this year as associate sponsors. ICRA is the knowledge partner and priovides
jury with the data analysis during the evlaution process. An Half an hour capusle of the awards will be telecast on CNBC
AWAAZ exckusive media partners. In addition to this Indiainfo.com, Sarakritel.com & MY FM are other partners.
About DB Corp Ltd DB Corp Ltd has a strong presence in newspapers, radio, event marketing, printing, short code,
internet portal, internet services and Mobile application. With its flagship Hindi daily newspaper, Dainik Bhaskar,
Gujarati daily, Divya Bhaskar, and DNA- the English Daily it covers 11 States with 48 editions. In addition to these, it
also publishes Business Bhaskar, DB Gold, DB Star and Magazines like Aha! Zindagi, Balbhaskar, Young Bhaskar and
Lakshay. The other media businesses includes MY FM (radio channel), 54567 (Short Code), IMCL (internet services)
and MeraMobi (Mobile application)
The brand 'Bhaskar' is today synonymous with success, quality, dynamism and ethics in millions of households across
India and the corporate world alike. For additional information please visit www.bhaskar.com

